Background {#Sec1}
==========

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide \[[@CR1]\]. Non-small-cell lung cancers (NSCLCs), the most common lung cancers, are defined as a group of distinct disease with genetic and cellular heterogeneity. The two predominant NSCLC histological phenotypes are adenocarcinoma (\~ 50%) and squamous cell carcinoma (\~ 40%) \[[@CR1]\]. KRAS and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations are the most frequent oncogenic drivers discovered in lung adenocarcinomas. For lung squamous cell carcinoma, genes such as fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 to 3 (FGFR1--3)**,** and genes in the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) pathway seem to be more commonly mutated in lung squamous carcinoma \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Many targeted therapies against kinases EGFR, anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK), and c-ros oncogene 1 receptor tyrosine kinase (ROS1) have been developed with compelling clinical proofs of concept and various survival benefits; however, treatment responses are typically short-lived \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. To date, no efforts at targeting KRAS have been proven to be successful. Therefore, despite advances in targeted therapies and immunotherapy, most lung cancers are still incurable and new therapies are needed \[[@CR4]\]. Notably, recent studies have demonstrated that epigenetic modifications work with genetic mechanisms and play critical roles in carcinogenesis and progression and treatment resistance of cancers with different genetic backgrounds and oncogenic drivers, which makes them attractive and novel therapeutic candidate targets for cancers \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Ubiquitin-specific peptidase 22 (USP22), a subunit of the human SAGA (Spt-Ada-Gcn5-Acetyltransferase) complex, is an ubiquitin hydrolase, catalyzing the removal of the mono-ubiquitin moiety from histone H2B (H2Bub1) \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. Interestingly, an earlier study identified that USP22 is one of an 11-gene transcriptional signature which was associated with aggressive growth, metastasis, and therapy resistance in a number of human cancers including lung cancer \[[@CR8]\]. Frequent overexpression of USP22 protein was further discovered in various aggressive cancers including breast and colon cancers, and was demonstrated to be associated with poor prognosis of cancer patients \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\]. USP22 is required for activated transcription and cell-cycle progression, and critical for cell proliferation \[[@CR7]\]. We recently showed that frequent loss of H2Bub1 is significantly associated with aggressive tumor biology in lung adenocarcinoma \[[@CR11]\], and USP22 protein is enriched and plays critical role in cancer stem cells isolated from primary lung adenocarcinoma \[[@CR12]\]. USP22 has been proposed as a putative cancer stem cell marker and a novel drug target in cancers including lung cancer \[[@CR13]\]. However, studies to date also suggest USP22 may function as a tumor suppressor in cancers. A study by digging The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data found that USP22 gene is much more frequently lost (homozygous or heterozygous loss) than gained in many cancer types \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. Especially, a recent study demonstrated that USP22 deficiency leads to myeloid leukemia upon oncogenic KRAS activation through a PU.1 dependent mechanism \[[@CR16]\]; and data of another recent study also showed that USP22 loss promotes colorectal cancer by elevating mTOR activity, indicating USP22 may function as a tumor suppressor in colorectal cancer \[[@CR17]\]. These data suggest that there may be multiple roles of USP22 in initiation and development of various cancers that remain to be fully elucidated.

Although overexpression of USP22 has been observed in various cancers including lung cancer, our understanding of potential roles of USP22 in NSCLC is still largely incomplete. In this study, we assessed the status, biological significance and therapeutic implications of USP22, and explored the mechanism by which USP22 may affect cancer-associated signaling pathways in NSCLC cells. Our findings reveal that USP22 plays a critical oncogenic role and represents a potential therapeutic target in NSCLC, and targeting USP22 will bring broad antitumor effects through suppression on multiple signaling pathways associated with cancer progression, which warrants further study.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Patients selection and clinical data collection {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------

This study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of City of Hope National Medical Center. A cohort of 240 NSCLC patients who underwent surgical resection for curative intent between 2002 and 2014 without preoperative chemotherapy or radiation therapy were included, and patients' clinical characteristics are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Tissue microarrays were created using cancer and matched normal tissues. Table 1The correlation of USP22 immunostaining with the clinical features of NSCLC patientsVariable\*Negative N (%)1 +  N (%)2 +  N (%)3 +  N (%)*P*-valueAge Group\<= 60 year11 (17)3 (10)12 (21)11 (25)0.4045\>  60 year54 (83)27 (90)46 (79)33 (75)SexMale32 (49)17 (56)27 (47)24 (56)0.7232Female33 (51)13 (44)31 (53)19 (44)Tobacco HistoryNever used8 (14)9 (32)6 (13)3 (9)0.0445Previous use34 (58)16 (57)31 (65)17 (50)Current use17 (29)3 (11)11 (23)14 (41)HistologyAdenocarcinoma40 (62)18 (60)34 (59)24 (56)0.9469SCC25 (38)12 (40)24 (41)19 (44)GradeWell Differentiated5 (8)4 (14)9 (16)8 (19)0.5089Moderately Differentiated28 (44)15 (53)27 (48)16 (38)Poorly Differentiated30 (48)9 (33)20 (36)18 (45)Path StageI39 (61)17 (56)33 (59)34 (79)0.0883II16 (25)7 (24)8 (14)3 (7)III9 (14)6 (20)15 (27)6 (14)RecurrenceNo51 (80)26 (87)51 (91)30 (70)0.0439Yes13 (20)4 (13)5 (9)13 (30)\*Patients who were never disease free were excluded from the analysis (*n* = 9)

Immunohistochemistry analysis {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

Tissue arrays include about 240 tumor samples each including two spots and their matched noncancerous tissues were used for immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis. Monoclonal anti-USP22 antibody (ab195289) was from Abcam (Cambridge, MA) and monoclonal ati-H2Bub1 (MABE453) was from EMD Millipore (Burlington, MA). The mouse monoclonal antibodies against E-Cadherin (4A2), Vimentin (D21H3), Sirt1 (1F3), p16 INK4A (D7C1M), p53 (7F5), ALDH1A3 (ab12915), total and cleaved poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) (Asp214, 19F4), Cyclin D1 (92G2), trimethylated H3K4 (C42D8) and H3K79 (Cat\#: 4260) were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, CA USA) and Abcam. IHC was performed as described previously \[[@CR11], [@CR18]\]. USP22 IHC staining was graded as negative (0), if \< 1% cells displayed positive nuclear staining. Those cases with \> 1% of tumor cells showing nuclear staining for USP22 were classified as positive, and graded as 1+ (1--5%), 2+ (5--24%), and 3+ (\> 25% of the cells stained positive) as described previously \[[@CR11], [@CR18]\]. Microvessel density (MVD) in lung cancer tissues was evaluated after immunostaining endothelial cells with antibody against human CD31 (The JC70 Mab from DAKO), and ranked as rare (0), low (1+), medium (2+), and high (3+) for MVD as described previously \[[@CR19]\].

Cell culture, proliferation, migration and matrigel invasion, and apoptosis assays {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Human lung cancer cell lines: A549 (KRAS/G12S, p53 wild-type), H1299 (NRAS/Q61K, p53-null) cells were cultured in regular DMEM or RPMI medium. For proliferation assessment, cells were seeded in 96-well plates in 5 replicates at densities of 3.0 × 10^3^ cells per well, and were measured at 72 h using cell counting kit-8. Apoptosis was measured by flow cytometry analysis of Alexa Fluor 488-labeled Annexin-V and propidium iodide staining, according to the manufactory's protocol. Migration and matrigel invasion assays were performed as described previously \[[@CR20]\].

siRNA transfection and RNA-seq data analysis {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------

A USP22 siRNAs: Cat No.10620318 (5′-GGCAUCUCAGGAGGAUGCCAAUGAA-3′) purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific Corporation (Carlsbad, CA) were applied to transiently silence USP22 expression using the protocol we described previously \[[@CR11], [@CR18]\]. To evaluate the biology of USP22 in NSCLC, we generated two individual colonies of homologous USP22-knockout (USP22−/−) A549 and H1299 cells by CRISPR/Cas9 system. Lentivectors expressing CRISPR/Cas9 single guide RNA (sgRNA) 1 and 2 (targeting sequence 124-TACCAGTGCTTCGTGTGGAG, and 272-ACGAGCATGCGAAGGCGAAG) were purchased from Applied Biological Materials Inc. (Richmond, BC, Canada). A549 and H1299 cells were first infected with each lentivirus expressing sgRNA and then transfected with plasmid expressing Cas9 nuclease, and then were finally selected with 0.5--1 μg/mL puromycin to generate USP22−/− A549 and H1299 cell clones by sgRNA1 and sgRNA2 respectively, named as USP22−/−C1 and -C2 \[[@CR12]\]. Transcriptome libraries and RNA sequencing analysis were performed according to the Illumina Genome Analyzer II (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) manufacturer's instruction with minor modifications as we described previously \[[@CR11], [@CR18]\].

DNA repair assays {#Sec7}
-----------------

Reporter cell lines for green fluorescent protein (GFP)-based DNA damage repair assays were established by first transfection of the parent and USP22−/− H1299 cells with the pimEJ5GFP reporter plasmid for non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or the pHPRT-DRGFP reporter plasmid for homologous repair (HR), and following transfection with a predetermined mixture of pCBA-Scel plasmid to express I-Scel endonuclease to make DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) in the reporter plasmids and a plasmid to express tdTomato protein that served as the control for transfection efficiency, after culturing for another 48 h, 5 × 10^5^ cells per transfection were analyzed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to measure GFP and tdTomato protein-positive cells, respectively \[[@CR21]\]. The DNA damage repair activities were calculated and presented as the ratio of GFP-positive to tdTomato-positive cells among whole cells as described previously \[[@CR21]\].

Cisplatin and irradiation treatment {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------

Cells were seeded at a density of 2 × 10^5^ cells/well in 6-well plates containing RPMI, supplemented with 10% FBS. After overnight incubation, cells were treated for 72 h with 5 μM Cisplatin, and cells were collected for apoptosis analysis by FACS. For irradiation, cells were irradiated (0--10 Grays), as monolayer, using the Shepherd Mark 168 Irradiator (JL Shepherd, San Fernando, CA, USA) dose rate of 70.6 rad/min at room temperature, and maintained at 37 °C in the incubator with 5% CO~2~ for 2 h, 24 h to extract protein for Western blot analysis, or for 72 h to collect cell for apoptosis analysis.

In vivo growth and experimental lung, liver metastasis models {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Subcutaneous xenografts of cancer cells in NOD/SCID/IL2Rgamma null mice (NSG, 24--27 g, 8--10 weeks of age, 8 mice/group) from Jackson Labs (Bar Harbor, ME) were generated with 5 × 10^6^ cells and measured as previously described \[[@CR18]\]. For metastatic cancer model, the parent and USP22−/− cancer cells were injected into the tail veins of 10 mice respectively. About 5 weeks after injection, mice were euthanized by CO~2~ inhalation, and their lungs and livers were excised. Tumor nodules formed in lung and liver were quantified, and tumor weigh were measured. For survival studies, two groups of 10 NSG mice were injected with the parent cells or USP22−/− cancer cells. For in vivo xenograft experiments, half of 8--10 mice were injected with USP22−/− C1, and another half were injected with USP22−/− C2. On day 35, surviving mice were euthanized and lungs and livers were excised and fixed in formalin solution for 24 h at room temperature and examined for lung and liver metastasis as described above. All mouse studies were performed in the animal facility at City of Hope accordance with institutional guidelines.

Statistical analysis {#Sec10}
--------------------

All experiments were performed in duplicates or triplicates and repeated at least two times in each experiment. Two group comparisons were analyzed for variation and significance using a Student's *t-*test or Pearson χ^2^ test. All data shown are mean ± standard deviation (SD). Kaplan-Meier analysis was used to compare overall survival of metastatic cancer-bearing mice and patients in each subgroup. Correlation between USP22 IHC and MVD/CD31 was analyzed by Spearman's rank correlation analysis. Statistical significance was set at *P \<* 0.05.

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Upregulation of USP22 is associated with cancer recurrence in NSCLC {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the significance of USP22 expression in NSCLC tissues, we first examined USP22 protein in 202 cancer tissues and their matched noncancerous lung tissues by immunohistochemical analysis. IHC analysis shows USP22 nuclear immunostaining was undetectable in the vast majority of normal lung tissues (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a), and scant, weak nuclear USP22 immunostaining was observed in a very small part of normal tissues (6/163, 163 cancer tissues had the paired normal tissues), and a moderate to strong nuclear immunostaining of USP22 were found NSCLC tissues. IHC analysis showed that USP22 was undetectable (scored as 0, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) in 33.2% (67/202), while USP22 levels in 17.8% (36/202), 27.7% (56/202), and 21.3% (43/202) of cancer cases were scored as 1+ (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c), 2+ (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d), 3+ (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}e) respectively. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}f summarizes the case numbers of tissues with different USP22 nuclear immunostainings of both matched non-cancerous and cancer tissues. Statistical analysis showed that the intensities of USP22 immunostainings were positively associated with cancer recurrence (*P* = 0.044) and a trend toward advanced stage (*P* = 0.088) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) in these NSCLC tissues. Fig. 1Upregulation of USP22 in NSCLC tissues. **a**. USP22 IHC staining in normal lung tissue, no nuclear USP22 staining is found in the normal lung tissues. Photomicrographs of four representative NSCLC sections stained for **b**. 0, **c**. 1+, **d**. 2+, **e**. 3+ USP22 nuclear immunostaining (magnification, × 200). **f**. Histogram of the case numbers of normal and NSCLC tissues in which USP22 was scored as 0 to 3+

Downstream targets and signaling pathways of USP22 in NSCLC {#Sec13}
-----------------------------------------------------------

One of crucial functions of USP22 in cancers is to transcriptionally regulate gene expression through modulating H2Bub1 \[[@CR7]\]. To define the biology and molecular mechanisms of USP22 in NSCLC, we performed RNA-seq to profile global gene expression change upon USP22 knockout in A549 (p53 wild-type, KRAS/G12S) and H1299 cancer cells (p53-null, NRAS/Q61K). RNAseq data analysis showed that more than 2000 genes are differentially expressed in two USP22−/− cancer cells (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1), and about 300 and 484 genes were unanimously upregulated or downregulated in two USP22−/− cancer cells (*P* \< 0.01, false discovery rate: FDR \< 0.05, log2 fold change: log2 FC ≥ 1, Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). The original RNA-seq data is saved on NCBI GEO website with accession number GSE131934. Remarkably, USP22 knockout had pronounced effects on expression of these important cancer-associated gene sets such as c-Myc, E2F, and selected genes including ALDH1A3, CCNE1/G1, E2F6, HOXA1, MMP9, NFKB2, TP63, TPM4, SET7/9 were validated by qRT--PCR (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). Using gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis, we identified that angiogenesis, cell cycle progression, epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), KRAS, and c-Myc signaling pathways were significantly downregulated in the USP22−/− cancer cells (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). In contrast, processes related to phosphorylation and tight junction were significantly upregulated in the two USP22−/− cancer cells (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). In line with RNA-seq and Go analysis, Western blot analysis validated these changes in gene expression, and revealed a moderate increase of E-cadherin and/or decrease of Vimentin in USP22−/− cancer cells that reflects suppression of EMT singaling pathway (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). Furthermore, we also found that USP22 knockout drastically suppressed activation of AKT, ERK signaling pathways in both A549 and H1299 cancer cells (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). In addition, a previous study demonstrated that USP22 may suppress p53 function through deubiquitinating and stabilizing Sirt1 \[[@CR22]\]. However, we found that both Sirt1 and p53 protein were not dramatically changed in the p53-wildtype A549 cancer cells (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d), indicating p53 may not play a decisive role in USP22-mediated malignancy in NSCLC. We also found that USP22 knockout affected expression of genes that regulate cell cycle progression, and decreased cyclin D1/2 and E1 proteins (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d); and moderately elevated cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor p16, which also play a critical role in cell cycle progression at G1 and S phase (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d). It should be pointed out that not all of differentially expressed proteins upon USP22 knockout are regulated through transcriptional mechanisms. In summary, these data indicate that USP22 knockout affects multiple pathways involved in NSCLC progression. Fig. 2Alternated gene expression and signaling pathways in A549 and H1299 cells upon USP22 knockout. **a**. qRT--PCR analysis of selected differentially expressed genes in USP22−/− A549 and USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells compared to the parent cells. The level of each gene in USP22−/− cells is the average ratio of triplicate samples, and is presented as the ratio to the parent cancer cells (USP22+/+); *P* \< 0.05, compared with the parent cells. **b**. Selected signaling pathways that were enriched in USP22−/− A549 and USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells (*P* \< 0.05, FDR \< 5%). **c**. Western blot analysis of differentially expressed ALDH1A3, Cyclin D1, Cyclin D2, Cyclin E2, c-Myc, and SETD7 in USP22−/− cancer cells. **c**. Western blot analysis of AKT, ERK, E-Cadherin, Vimentin, p53, p16, Sirt1 in the USP22−/− and the parent cancer cells

USP22 knockout significantly suppresses in vivo growth of NSCLC cells {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate its effects on in vitro proliferation and survival in NSCLC, we first knocked down USP22 by siRNA in A549 and H1299 cells. Consistent with our previous study \[[@CR11]\], we found that transient USP22 knockdown slightly increased H2Bub1 and trimethylation of both H3K79 and H3K4 levels in these cells (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2A), and USP22 knockdown significantly inhibited in vitro proliferation of both A549 and H1299 cells (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2B), and induced a moderate G1-S phase arrest independent of their p53 status, but barely induced apoptosis (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2C-D). We then compared the colony formation and in vivo growth of USP22−/− cancer cells with their parent cells. We found that USP22−/− A549 and H1299 cancer cells generated much fewer and smaller colonies within 3 weeks compared to their parent cancer cells (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). Xenograft experiments further revealed that the growth and volume of USP22−/− A549 and H129 were significantly less than their parent cells (*N* = 8) in NSG mouse (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, *P* \< 0.01). And at the end of experiment, xenograft weights of USP22−/− cancer cells were much more significantly less than their parent cancer cells (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, *P* \< 0.01). The pronounced suppression of xenograft growth by USP22 knockout was further supported by immunostaining of Ki67 (a proliferation marker), which showed that the intensity of Ki67 immunostaining and percentage of Ki67-positive cells were much lower in USP22−/− cancer cell xenografts than their parent cancer cells (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d, upper panel). To investigate the effect of USP22 knockout on angiogenesis, the blood vessel density was analyzed by quantifying immunostaining of CD31 (an endothelial cell marker). The results showed that CD31 immunostainings were much lower in xenografts generated by USP22−/− cancer cells than their parent cancer cells (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d, upper panel), indicating that in vivo angiogenesis was dramatically suppressed upon USP22 knockout. Additionally, the USP22 nuclear immunostaining was only found in the parent cancer cell xenografts but not in USP22−/− cancer cell xenografts (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d, upper panel) and adjacent normal cells and tissues (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3). Therefore, these data demonstrated that the USP22 knockout significantly suppresses in vivo cancer growth of NSCLC. Fig. 3USP22 knockout suppresses angiogenesis and growth of A549 and H1299 cells. **a**. Colony formation assays, results show colonies formed within 3 weeks, compared to their parent cells, \*\* *P* \< 0.01. **b.** The in vivo growth volumes of the USP22−/− and the parent A549 and H1299 cells (USP22−/− versus USP22+/+, \*\* *P* \< 0.01). **c**. Represent images and average weights of xenografts (USP22−/− versus USP22+/+, \*\* *P* \< 0.01). **d**. IHC stains for endothelial cell marker CD31, proliferation marker Ki67, and USP22 in xenografts generated by the USP22−/− and the parent USP22+/+ cancer cells (magnification, × 200)

USP22 knockout inhibited in vivo metastasis of NSCLC and prolonged the survival of metastatic cancer-bearing NSG mice {#Sec15}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We first measured the in vitro invasive potentials of A549 and H1299 cells upon USP22 knockout, and found that the migration (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4A) and invasion (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4B) of USP22−/− cancer cells were significantly decreased compared with their parent cells. We then assessed the in vivo metastasis of NSCLC cells using mouse lung and liver metastasis models by injecting 2 × 10^6^ cancer cells into the tail veins of 8--10 week-old NSG mice. About 4 weeks later, the cancer-bearing mice were euthanized, and both liver and lung metastasis were evaluated by counting visible tumor nodules per mouse and the total weight of excised lung and liver. Interestingly, A549 cancer cell, which was derived from a primary lung adenocarcinoma, formed visible metastasis in lung only. Metastatic cancer nodules (about 8--11/each) were found in 100% (8/8) of mice injected with A549 cells, and metastatic cancers diffusely filled in the entire lung (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, left panel). In contrast, none of mice (0/10) injected with USP22−/− A549 cells developed visible cancer nodules (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, left panel). And the average weigh of lungs excised from the mice injected with USP22−/− cancer cells was significantly lighter than that of A549 cells (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, right panel). And hematoxylin and eosin stain (H&E) stain of the excised lung tissues further shows A549 cancer cells almost filled the whole lung, while USP22−/− A549 cancer cells only formed micro-metastasis (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, lower panel). Since EMT and decreased E-Cadherin may enhance invasion and metastasis \[[@CR23]\], therefore, we further measured E-Cadherin in this metastasis. Consistently with above metastasis data, IHC analysis further uncovered that E-Cadherin protein were dramatically upregulated in USP22−/− cancer xenografts compared to the parent A549 cancer xenografts (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, upper panel). In a separate experiment, we investigated the survival of NSG mice injected with USP22−/− and the parent A549 cancer cells. The animals were observed daily until their death. All of 10 (100%) mice injected with the parent A549 cancer cells died of metastatic cancers by day 40; in contrast, all of the mice injected with USP22−/− A549 cancer cells were alive at day 35, and Kaplan-Meier survival analysis showed the survivals of USP22−/− A549 cancer-bearing mice were significantly longer than that of A549 cancer-bearing mice (*P* \< 0.0001, Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c). Fig. 4Effects of USP22 knockout on metastasis and survival of metastatic cancer-bearing mice. **a**. NSG mice were injected with 2 × 10^6^ of the parent (USP22+/+) or USP22−/− A549 cancer cells (*n* = 10) through tail vein. Four weeks after injection, mice were killed, lungs (left panel) were excised and weighted (right panel), \*\* *P* \< 0.01 compared with A549 cells. **b**. E-cadherin IHC and H&E stains of lung metastasis formed by A549 (USP22+/+) (left panel) or USP22−/− cancer cells. H&E shows almost 100% area of lung was occupied by A549 metastasis, while less than 5% (blue arrow area) was occupied by USP22−/− A549 cancer cells (magnification, × 200). **c.** Kaplan-Meier survival curves of mice bearing the parent and USP22−/− cancer cells (*P* \< 0.0001)*.* **d**. NSG mice were injected with 2 × 10^6^ of the parent (USP22+/+) or USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells (n = 10) through tail vein. Four weeks after injection, mice were killed, livers (left panel) were excised and weighted (right panel), \*\* *P* \< 0.01 compared with the parent H1299 cancer cells. **e.** E-cadherin IHC and H&E stains of lung metastasis formed by the parent (left panel) or USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells (right panel) (magnification, × 200). **f.** Kaplan-Meier survival curves of mice bearing the parent and USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells, \*\* *P* \< 0.01 compared with the parent H1299 cancer cells

Interestingly, H1299 cancer cell, which was derived from a lymph node metastasis of lung adenocarcinoma, dominantly developed metastatic cancer in liver of NSG mouse. As shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}d, compared with the metastatic cancer nodules (having a clear boundary) formed by H1299 cancer cells (5--8 large nodules/each), the metastatic cancer nodules formed by USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells were much less abundant and smaller (1--3 small nodules/each). IHC analysis shows that E-cadherin protein also dramatically upregulated in USP22−/− H1299 xenograft tissues (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}e). The Kaplan-Meier analysis shows that USP22 knockout significantly prolonged survival of metastatic cancer-bearing mice (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}f, *P* \< 0.0001). Therefore, all data demonstrated that USP22 knockout significantly suppressed metastasis of NSCLC, and prolonged survival of metastatic cancer-bearing mice.

USP22 knockout impairs non-homologous DNA damage repair and enhances cisplatin sensitivity in NSCLC cells {#Sec16}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A previous study demonstrated that the SAGA deubiquitination module promotes DNA repair \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. In addition, we recently found that expression of USP22 is associated with cisplatin resistance in cancer-initiating cells (CIC) from primary lung adenocarcinoma \[[@CR12]\]. Consistently, we herein identified that USP22 is drastically upregulated in A549 and H1299 cancer cells that survived cisplatin treatment **(**Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5), indicating an involvement of USP22 in cisplatin resistance and DNA damage repair. To further explore the therapeutuic application of targeting USP22 and underlying mechanisms, we examined the impact of USP22 knockout on HR or NHEJ repairs for DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) in NSCLC. Using the reporter assays of DR-GFP for HR and EJ5-GFP for NHEJ as described previously \[[@CR21]\], we found that USP22 knockout did not significantly affect HR potential (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a upper panel, Fig. [5B](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), but significantly inhibited the NHEJ efficacy in H1299 cells (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a lower panel, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b), which was presented as decreased ratio of GFP-positive cell to tdTomato fluorescent protein-positive cell that was used as the control for transfection efficacy. We herein measured apoptosis in both the parent and USP22−/−cells treated with 5 μM cisplatin for 72 h by Annexin-V flow cytometry analysis of apoptotic cells. Representative flow cytometry plots show that both USP22−/− A549 (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c, left panel) and USP22−/− H1299 cells (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}d, left panel) were significantly more sensitive to cisplatin than their parent cells (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c-d, right panel, *P* \< 0.01), indicating USP22 knockout sensitized these two cells to cisplatin treatment. In addition, the in vitro proliferation assays further revealed that both A549-USP22−/− (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}e, left panel) and H1299-USP22−/− cancer cells (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}e, right panel) were more sensitive to 5 μM cisplatin than their parent cells over a period of 72 h of treatment. And at 72 h post-treatment, the percentages of viable USP22−/− A549 and USP22−/− H1299 cells treated with 5 μM cisplatin was around 45 and 35%, while the percentages of their parent cells treated with 5 μM cisplatin were around 70 and 55% of their untreated control cells, respectively. Fig. 5USP22 knockout impairs NHEJ in NSCLC cells and sensitizes cancer cells to cisplatin treatment. **a**. Representative flow cytometry charts of the parent and USP22−/−H1299 cancer cells for HR and NHEJ reporter assays. **b**. Quantitative analysis of HR and NHEJ reporter; \* *P* \< 0.05, USP22−/− versus USP22+/+. Error bars are representative of three individual treated samples of two experimental duplicates. **c**. Representative flow cytometry apoptotic profiles of the parent A549 versus USP22−/− A549 (left panel) and the quantitative analysis of apoptotic cells (right panel) showing apoptotic cells were significantly increased in USP22−/− A549. **d**. Representative flow cytometry apoptotic profiles of the parent H1299 versus USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells (left panel) and the quantitative analysis of apoptotic cells (right panel) showing apoptotic cells were significantly increased in USP22−/− H1299 cells. The experiment was repeated three times and data represent the average of the early apoptotic and late apoptotic cells; \*\* *P* \< 0.01. **e.** The in vitro proliferation curves of the parent A549 and A549-USP22−/− (left panel); the parent H1299 and H1299-USP22−/− cancer cells (right panel) over a period of 72 h of cisplatin (CDDP) treatment, cells were treated with 5 μM cisplatin and proliferation of each cell were measured by Kit-8 at 24 h, 48 h and 72 h post-treatment and presented as the averages of OD values of triplicated experiments

USP22 knockout sensitize RAS-mutant lung cancer cells to irradiation {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Since USP22 knockout significantly decreased the capacity of NHEJ, a major pathway for DNA DSBs repair, we further investigated whether USP22−/− cancer cells are more sensitive to irradiation that causes DSBs for cancer treatment. Apoptosis analysis showed that both 5 and 10 Gy irradiation induced more apoptosis at 48 h post-irradiation in both USP22−/− A549 (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, lower panel) and USP22−/− H1299 (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, lower panel) cancer cells than the parent A549 (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, upper panel) and H1299 (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, upper panel) cancer cells, respectively. Statistical analysis further revealed a significant increase in apoptotic cells in USP22−/− than their parent cells (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a-b, right panel). Moreover, by Western blot, we also tracked the dynamics of γ-H2AX, a marker for DNA damage, to measure the extent of DNA damage and the speed of damage repair; and found that irradiation elevated γ-H2AX and H2Bub1 proteins in both the parent and USP22−/− cancer cells, while more γ-H2AX and H2Bub1 were induced in USP22−/− A549 cells (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, left panel) and USP22−/− H1299 cells (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}d, left panel) than their parent cells at 2 h post-irradition. And a slightly more γ-H2AX and H2Bub1 were still present in these USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells at 48 h post-irradition (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c-d, right panel), indicating USP22 knockout impaired deubiquitination of H2Bub1 that may be required for prompt and correct DSB repair. Consistently, much more cleaved-PARP were found in USP22−/− cells (especially in USP22−/− H1299) than their parent cancer cells (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c-d, right panel) at 48 h post-irradition, indicating more apoptotic cancer cells were induced. We also compared the dynamics of p53 protein in USP22−/− and the parent A549 cells after irradiation treatment, the results show only a slightly more p53 protein was found in USP22−/− A549 cells at 6, 12 h post-irradiation (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6), indicating p53 may not play a crucial role in the process for USP22−/− cancer cells. Taken together, the above data strongly suggest that USP22 knockout can significantly enhance irradiation induced-apoptosis in NSCLC cells. Fig. 6USP22 knockout sensitizes NSCLC cells to irradiation. Representative flow cytometry profile of apoptotic cells in **a**. The parent (upper panel) and USP22−/− A549 (lower panel) cancer cells; and **b**. The parent (upper panel) and USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells (lower panel). Cells were first subjected to 5 or 10 Gy irradiation; apoptosis was measured at 48 h post-irradiation. Quantitative analysis of the experiments shows that apoptotic cells were significantly increased in both USP22−/− A549 (**a**, right panel) and USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells (**b**, right panel) compared with their parent cells (USP22+/+). The experiment was repeated three times and data represent the average of the early apoptotic and late apoptotic cells (\*\* *P* \< 0.01). The dynamics of γ-H2AX, H2Bub1, and apoptotic markers PARP cleaved product (c-PARP for cleaved protein) in **c**. the parent and USP22−/− A549 cancer cells, and **d**. the parent and USP22−/− H1299 cancer cells at 2 h, 48 h post-irradiation that analyzed by Western blot

USP22 is associated with cancer angiogenesis in NSCLC {#Sec18}
-----------------------------------------------------

Both RNAseq analysis and in vivo xenograft experiments demonstrated that USP22 may play an important role in cancer angiogenesis. We next investigated the correlation between USP22 and MVD in NSCLC tissues. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the representative tissue sections with rare (R/0, Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a), low (L/1+, Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b), medium (M/2+, Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c), and high (H/3+, Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}d) MVD were revealed by endothelial cellular marker CD31 IHC staining. Using Spearman's nonparametric correlation analysis, we identified a moderately positive correlation between the scores of USP22 immunostaining and MVD in 174 NSCLC tissues (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}d, *R* = 0.309, *P* \< 0.001). This data further indicates that higher USP22 may promote angiogenesis in NSCLC. Fig. 7USP22 is associated with enhanced cancer angiogenesis in NSCLC. **a**. Photomicrographs of four representative NSCLC sections with rare (R), low (L), medium (M), and high (H) MVD measured by CD31 staining (magnification, × 100). **b**. Cross distribution and correlation between USP22 immunostaining score and MVD counting in 174 NSCLC tissues. X axis is for USP22 IHC score, Y axis is for MVD counting. Number in dot is the sample size with various USP22 and MVD. R is the Spearman's correlation coefficient for USP22 and MVD

Discussion {#Sec19}
==========

Overexpression of USP22 protein has been reported in numerous cancers including lung adenocarcinoma, and is associated with poor prognosis of cancer patients \[[@CR6], [@CR8]--[@CR10], [@CR26]\]. For example, in stomach cancer, increased USP22 in cancer tissues was associated with shorter patient survival \[[@CR27]\]. Unfortunately, studies also suggest USP22 may function as a tumor suppressor in cancer due to its function in genome stability and frequent loss (both homozygous or heterozygous loss) and downregulation in many cancer types including ovarian, esophagus, colorectal, pancreatic, lung adenocarcinoma, breast and stomach cancers \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. Accordingly, these data suggest that USP22 may be a haplo-insufficient tumor suppressor gene, whose diminished expression may also contribute to cancer development. Surprisingly, a very recent study demonstrated that USP22 deficiency leads to myeloid leukemia upon oncogenic KRAS activation through a PU.1 dependent mechanism \[[@CR16]\]. Therefore, the roles of USP22 in initiation and development of various human cancers remain to be elucidated. In lung cancer, USP22 was reported to be correlated with advanced differentiation and stage, poor prognosis of NSCLC cancer \[[@CR26]\]. In this study, we also found that USP22 is upregulated in lung adenocarcinoma; and upregulation of USP22 protein was more frequently found in advanced stage and was associated with the recurrence of NSCLC, indicating USP22 plays oncogenic roles in NSCLC.

Several earlier studies indicated that within SAGA complex USP22 deubiquitylates H2Bub1, where it is required for transcription \[[@CR7]\]; and ablation of Usp22 in primary B cells results in elevated both baseline and irradiation induced H2Bub1 \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. However, some other studies also indicate that USP22 loss does not significantly increase globale H2Bub1 levels. For example, a study showed that knockout of Usp22 significantly influenced the frequency of differentiated cells in the small intestine and the brain, while H2Bub1 levels remained constant \[[@CR28]\]. Another study unexpectedly demonstrated that ablation of USP22 leads to a reduction, rather than an increase, in global H2bub1 levels in HEK 293 T and H116 colorectal cancer cells \[[@CR29]\]. Although we observed that knockout of USP22 didn't lead to a significant increase of global H2Bub1 in two NSCLC cell lines, H2Bub1 protein might locally increase at loci of a subset of genes that are transcriptionally regulated by USP22. Moreover, it is also reported that H2Bub1 is quite dynamic, as it disappears only minutes after transcription is blocked \[[@CR30]\]; and the status of cells in cell-cycle phase, activity of ubiquitinase RNF20/RNF40 complex, and other deubiquitinases may also significantly impact on H2Bub1 protein levels in different cells upon USP22 knockout. In addition, it should be noted that USP22 regulates other targets through post-transcriptional mechanisms. Although more investigation is required to further explore if and how USP22 exactly modulates H2Bub1 protein in various mammalian cells, it is clear that both USP22 and H2Bub1 are centrally involved in gene transcriptional regulation \[[@CR7], [@CR31]--[@CR35]\]. The precise mechanisms through which USP22 affects cancer progression are largely unknown in lung adenocarcinoma. By using RNAseq and Go ocology enrichment analysis, we found that USP22 knockout had pronounced effects on the expression of these important cancer-associated genes including ALDH1A3, CCND1/2, CCNG1, Set7/9, c-Myc etc., significantly suppressed angiogenesis, cell cycle progression, EMT, RAS, c-Myc signaling pathways; and concurrently enhanced oxidative phosphorylation and tight junction signaling pathways from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) in the two cells. And an earlier study reported that USP22 is required for activated transcription and cell-cycle progression, and critical for cell proliferation \[[@CR7]\]. Another previous study showed that c-Myc was regulated by H2Bub1 \[[@CR35]\]. In agreement with these findings, we found that USP22 knockout significantly upregulated gene expression of these growth-promoting oncogenes including, c-Myc, cyclins, and E2F1/2. And compared with the parent cells, USP22 knockout induced cell-cycle arrest and significantly suppressed both in vitro and in vivo of lung adenocarcinoma growth \[[@CR13]\]. Oncogenic roles of USP22 in cancers partially ascribes to its regulation on c-Myc oncogene transcriptional activity \[[@CR7]\]. In this study, by RNAseq and gene set enrichment analysis, we also found that USP22 knockout moderately decreased c-Myc protein and its signaling transduction. It is worthwhile to point out that USP22 may also impact other molecules involved in proliferation and cell cycle progression such as cyclin B2 \[[@CR36]\] and cyclin D1 \[[@CR37]\]. We herein also find that cyclin E and E2F1 signal pathway may also contribute to proliferation-promoting effect of USP22. In addition, a previous study indicated that USP22 may suppress p53 function through deubiquitinating and stabilizing Sirt1 \[[@CR22]\]. However, we found that both Sirt1 and p53 protein were not significantly changed in the p53-wild-type A549 cancer cells, indicating this pathway may not play a crucial role in context of lung cancer. By the RNAseq analysis, we found that USP22 knockout significantly suppressed angiogenesis and EMT signaling pathways that play essential roles in cancer growth and metastasis. Angiogenesis is a critical and rate-limiting step in tumor progression \[[@CR38]\], and angiogenesis is also essential for the dissemination and establishment of tumor metastases \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\]. Many clinical studies on NSCLC have revealed that angiogenesis and MVD is closely correlated with tumor growth and postoperative prognosis of cancer patients \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]. Interestingly, by compared the in vivo angiogenesis in xenografts of USP22 knockout and the parent cancer cells, we confirmed that USP22 knockout significantly suppresses angiogenesis. And RNAseq revealed that multiple genes involved in angiogenesis such as HIF1a, VEGF etc. were significantly downregulated in USP22 knockout cancer cells. Notably, through analysis the correlation of USP22 and MVD in NSCLC tissue samples, we have found a significantly positive correlation between these two stainings, indicating that elevated USP22 also promotes angiogenesis in cancer. And this finding is consistent with that of a very recent study that demonstrated that USP22 controls multiple signaling pathways that are essential for vasculature formation in the mouse placenta \[[@CR43]\]. Furthermore, EMT is known to be a central mechanism responsible for invasiveness and metastasis of various cancers \[[@CR44]\]. We herein first found that tight junction gene set were upregulated in USP22 knockout cancer cells, and further identified that compared with the parent cells, the cell-cell adhesion receptor E-cadherin was upregulated in the two USP22 knockout cells, and this upregulation was more pronounced in in vivo metastatic tumors. Consistently, in vivo metastatic model of lung cancer revealed that USP22 knockout cancer cells formed a drastically less and smaller metastatic cancers in liver and lung, and significantly prolonged the metastatic cancer-bearing mice through modulation of these invasion and metastasis related genes such as E-cadherin. It has long been recognized that E-cadherin is an important determinant of tumor progression, serving as a suppressor of invasion and metastasis in many contexts. Therefore, the above data indicates that targeting USP22 may significantly suppress in vivo metastasis of lung adenocarcinoma. H2Bub1 plays an important role in DNA damage checkpoint activation and timely initiation of repair \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\]. A previous study revealed that RNF20/RNF40 dependent H2Bub1 is needed for recruitment of repair factors in an ATM dependent manner and is necessary for faithful repair through both HR and NHEJ pathways \[[@CR45]\]. Knockdown of RNF20/40 was shown to not affect formation of γH2AX foci but rather their persistence \[[@CR45]\]. Interestingly, deubiquitination of H2Bub1 was also shown to act downstream of ATM and to facilitate formation of γH2AX foci through both HR and NHEJ \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. Using HR and NHEJ reporter system, we herein found that USP22 knockout significantly impaired NHEJ repair potential in lung adenocarcinoma cells. The underlying mechanism may be associated with H2Bub1 dynamics and γH2AX foci formation. On the other hand, the defect in DNA damage repair in USP22 knockout cancer cell may be exploited to gain synthetic lethality therapy in combination of DNA damage causes such as irradiation, similar to the BRCA-PARP synthetic lethality, which show that PARP inhibitors effectively kill tumors defective in the breast cancer gene 1 and 2 (BRCA1/2) through the concept of synthetic lethality \[[@CR47]\]. Notably, we herein found that compared with the parent cancer cells, USP22 knockout cell were much more sensitive to irradiation, indicating therapeutic implication of targeting USP22 as an approach to combine with other conventional treatment. One of the hallmarks of cancer is acquisition of resistance to apoptosis, resulting in cells refractory to therapy \[[@CR38]\]. Lung cancer cells are associated with resistance to drug-induced apoptosis, in particular to platinum chemotherapy, the most commonly used chemotherapeutic for lung cancer \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\]. USP22 was also previously reported to be associated with chemo resistance, and knockdown of USP22 sensitized through suppression on PI3K-AKT signaling pathway \[[@CR50]\]. We recently showed that USP22 may be associated with cisplatin resistance in lung cancer stem cell through downregulation of ALDH1A3 \[[@CR12]\]. We here also found that p-AKt signaling pathway is also suppressed in USP22 knockout cells and USP22 knockout cells are more sensitive to cisplatin treatment. Indicating USP22 may cause drug resistance through multiple targets or signaling pathways. Therefore targeting USP22 may sensitize cancer cells to irradiation and cisplatin treatment.

Conclusions {#Sec20}
===========

In summary, overexpression of USP22 is found in a half of 202 NSCLC tissues; and high USP22 is associated with NSCLC recurrence. USP22 knockout dramatically suppressed in vivo angiogenesis*,* growth, and metastasis of NSCLC xenografts independent of their p53 status, and significantly prolonged survival of metastatic cancer-bearing mice. Furthermore, USP22 knockout impaired non-homologous DNA damage repair capability, significantly enhanced cisplatin- and irradiation-induced apoptosis in the cells. Therefore, our findings strongly suggest that USP22 plays critical oncogenic roles in the malignancy and progression of NSCLC and provide rationales for targeting USP22, which may induce broad anti-cancer activities via suppressing multiple signaling pathways including angiogenesis, EMT, c-Myc, and KRAS, as a novel therapeutic strategy for NSCLC.
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**Additional file 1 Fig. S1.** Differentially expressed gene in USP22-Ko A549 and H1299 cells. **Fig. S2.** Impact of knockdown of USP22 on H2Bub1/methylatiom of H3K4/K79, cancer cell proliferation, and cell cycle progression. **Fig. S3**. Negative USP22 IHC stains in adjacent normal cells and tissues. **Figure** [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Impact of knockout of USP22 on in vitro migration and invasion of A549 and H1299 cells. **Fig. S5.** Elevated USP22 in cancer cells survived cisplatin treatment. **Fig. S6.** Dynamics of P53 in A549 and USP22-Ko cells after 5 and 10 Gy irradiation. **Additional file 2.** Differentially expressed gene list in USP22-Ko A549 and H1299 cells.

ALDH1A3

:   Aldehyde dehydrogenase family 1 member A3

BRCA

:   breast cancer gene

CCNE/G

:   cyclin E/G

CDK

:   cyclin-dependent kinase

EGFR

:   Epidermal growth factor receptor

EMT

:   Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition

ERK

:   Extracellular signal-regulated kinase

FGFR

:   fibroblast growth factor receptor

H2Bub1

:   H2B monoubiquitination

HOXA9

:   Homeobox protein Hox-A9

HR

:   homologous repair

IHC

:   Immunohistochemistry

MMP9

:   Matrix Metallopeptidase 9

NHEJ

:   non-homologous end joining

NSCLC

:   Non-small cell lung cancer

PARP

:   Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase

SAGA

:   Spt-Ada-Gcn5-Acetyltransferase

SIRT1

:   NAD-dependent deacetylase sirtuin-1

TPM4

:   tropomyosin 4

USP22

:   ubiquitin-specific protease 22

γH2AX

:   Phosphorylation of the Ser-139 residue of the histone H2AX
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